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 directing attention especially to the Baltic and North sea coasts, the rivers, and the
 lakes. He next examines the changes in the human element (" Der Weschsel der
 Bewohner ") during four great historical periods-before and during the Vdlker-
 wanderung, from the V6lkerwanderung down to the close of the Karling Age, and
 from the accession of the Saxon Dynasty to the close of the Middle Ages. Thirdly,
 the settlement of the various German districts-including the Swiss and Austrian
 German lands-is reviewed with great care, under the periods roughly corre-
 sponding to those already indicated (" bis zur Volkerwanderung,' "von der Zeit der
 Volkerwanderung bis auf Karl deni Grossen," "seit der Zeit Karl des Grossen"), and
 with special reference to (1) the North-West Lowlands, (2) the Central Highlands
 and the Alps, (3) the Eastern semi-Slavonic regions. Considerable attention is
 also devoted to the variations in animal and plant life in the Germany of the
 Middle Ages; to the mediseval discovery and exploitation of mineral deposits, and
 especially of gold, silver, iron, and coal; to the Keltic, Roman, Slavonic, and
 German methods of colonization and cultivation; to the gradual civilization of
 the settled territory by towns and townships, by monasteries, by roads and bridges,
 by markets and commerce; to the various types of architecture, religious, military,
 feudal, and domestic. While, in conclusion, an historical summary of German
 progress from the first century before Christ to the cad of the Middle Ages, enables
 the author to gather up in a few pages the chief lessons of his work. The evidences
 of the survival of Roman civilization in certain districts, the indications of progress
 afforded by local municipal history, the civilizing work of the great monasteries,
 the history of the leading trade-routes and trade-centres-none of these are neglected,
 and the result is a valuable introduction to the history of Germanic civilization ;
 in distinction from Germanic wars and dynastic annals, during the time of the
 making of our modern world. C. R. B.
 SURVEY ATLAS OF ENGLAND AND WALES.
 6 The Survey Atlas of England and Wales.' A series of eighty-four plates of Maps,
 and plans, with Descriptive Text, illustrating the Topography, Physiography,
 Geology, Climate, and the Political and Commercial Features of the Country.
 Designed by and prepared under the direction of J. G. Bartholomew, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S.
 Ediuburgh: John Bartholomew & Co. 1903. Price ?2 12s. 6d.
 The Survey Atlas of England and Wales is now completed, and Mr. BArtholomew
 may be congratulated upon bringing to a most successful termination the task
 upon which he has been engaged for over ten years. He has produced an atlas of
 which he may well be proud, and with which our Society, under whose patronage
 it has been published, has no reason to regret that it has been associated.
 The task has been of great magnitude, and one which has never been seriously
 attempted before, involving nothing less than a complete series of maps of the
 whole country, on the scale of 2 miles to an inch, reduced from the Ordnance Survey,
 Admiralty Charts, and other sources. This alone has been a colossal undertaking;
 but in addition, the early part of the atlas consists of an excellent set of physical
 and statistical maps and tables prepared from the latest reports and Government
 returns, the results of which are now for the first time presented in a graphic
 form.
 The atlas has been published in monthly parts, the first of which appeared early
 in 1903; but years before this the preparation of the maps was taken in hand,
 and the 2-miles-to-an-inch sheets, with their orographical tinting, had been issued
 separately, and had established for themselves an excellent reputation, especially
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 amongst tourists and cyclists. These sheets, which form the principal part of
 the atlas, have been carefully reduced from the Ordnance Survey, by special
 permission, and before publication in the atlas, have been submitted to local
 authorities and others for revision and correction, to bring them as far as possible
 up to date. They are altogether sixty-seven in number, and cover the whole
 country. Each one includes an area of about 1270 square miles, and measures
 152 inches by 202 inches. The nomenclature has received particular attention,
 and the selection of the names from the Ordnance Survey sheets has been made
 with evident discretion and care. It would be too much to expect that a work of
 such magnitude should be altogether free from errors, but these are few and far
 between.
 The special feature of these maps is their orographical tinting, by means of
 which a general idea of the elevation of the land in any part can be obtained
 at a glance. The selection of the tints has been a matter of great consideration.
 The tints finally chosen are altogether eighteen in number. First there are four
 shades of green at intervals of 100 feet, then follow tints of burnt sienna and brown
 up to 2750 feet, increasing in density with the altitude. The first four of these are
 at 200 feet, and the remainder at 250 feet intervals. Finally there are, for those few
 areas where the altitude exceeds 2750 feet, two shades of purple, which hardly
 appear in character with the rest of the shading. For the purpose in view, the
 tints of brown leave little to be desired, and they blend well with each other;
 but the transition from the shades of green for the lower districts to those of brown
 is necessarily abrupt, and it would have been better if it could have been managed
 to have had shades of one colour throughout, though this in actual practice may
 be difficult.
 Among the smaller-scale general maps in the first part of the atlas, there are
 some that are worthy of special attention, such as the Bathy-Orographical Map of
 England and Wales with the new physical nomenclature as approved by the
 Council of the Royal Geographical Society; the Geological Map, with an inset
 showing the distribution of coal and iron, and another of the geology of the environs
 of London; maps showing density of population; an extremely useful little series
 of meteorological maps; commercial and industrial maps, and several others.
 The atlas opens with several pages of letterpress of a general and statistical
 nature, commencing with a description of " The Physical Features of England and
 Wales in Relation to Political and Commercial Development," by Dr. H. R. Mill.
 Then follow a brief account of the geological features by Sir Archibald Geikie,
 tables of mean monthly and annual temperatures of one hundred and ten stations
 of England and Wales by Dr. A. Bucban, tables of rainfall, agricultural, popu-
 lation, ecclesiastical, parliamentary, railway, commercial, and other statistics. These
 are followed by a most useful table giving the etymology of English and Welsh
 names, and finally a list of maps of England and Wales from the earliest times, in
 chronological order. Although it is not pretended that this list is complete, yet
 it is fairly full, and will be useful for reference.
 Instead of an index, Mr. Bartholomew has published simultaneously a Survey
 Gazetteer of England and Wales, which serves all the purposes of an index, and
 gives a good deal more information than could be included in an index.
 In conclusion, it must be admitted that by the publication of his 'Survey
 Atlas of England and Wales,' Mr. Bartholomew has rendered a great public
 service, and has done much, with previous similar work, to raise the standard of
 British cartography. The atlas will be of the greatest utility for many purposes.
 E. A. R.
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